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INTRODUCTION 
The Geissler tube is the pioneer o:: r:10.:r.y wonderful discoveries 
e.nd s1)eculations. The close study given to the discharge tube has been 
investigations.· Many theories have been offered to account for the 
nature of X-rays though none have satisfactorily explained the 
:phenomena. With the discoveq that the�' can be reflected and. diffracted 
fro::i crystals, increased interest has been shovm in the r.tter:rpt to 
reconcile certain theories with the observed facts. The classical 
electron theory anc the quantum principles are now used thouch they 
ai:pear to conflict wit}:: each other in certain phases such e.s scatter-
of rays and fluorescence. Neither of the theories account for all 
the observed phenomena. The study of Roentger. :·a:'s is a profitable 
field for learning the connection betvrnen these two points of view. 
One al:oo acc�uiree some kno;;:led:.:;e of the atom and of crystal structure. 
Perhaps the 5tudy is of most interest in identifying X-rays with 
and seeing the relationshi9 established between the X-ray sr:ec-
trQT. &nd the order of an element in the periodic table. While .L • men01on 
was ma::ie of these the principal object in this research ·.vas to sum-
marize briefly the work of e. few noted scientists in the spectroscopy 
of X-rays. Nothing has been said of X-ray diffraction afparatus, 
A complete descrir:t::or ')� such a;,paratus :r.:ay 'te found in the Generc.l 
Electric Review of February 1926. 
HISTORY 
In the autumn of 1895 Prof. Wilhelm K. Roentgenl of Wurtzburg, 
Bavaria, while experimenting with the vacuum tubes of Lenard discovered 
a ne\7 form of radiation which he called X-rays. In searching for in-
visible light r�ys, he turned on a low pressure discharge tube enclosed 
in stout black paper. He noticed that a fluorescent .screen lying near-
by shone out brightly. He traced the source to the discharge tube. 
Previous to this English physicists had noticed a fogging of unopened 
photographic plates in the neighborhood· of a Crookes tube but they were 
unable to account for the phenomenon. In 1896 J. J. Thomson and others 
found that X-rays shared with cathode rays, and ultra-violet light, the 
property of ionizing gases. He also showed that when X-rays strike 
metallic plates new rays are set up at the metal surfaces, having pene-
trating properties peculiar to the metal from which they arise and in-
dependent of the penetration of the rays producing them. 
Roentgen discovered how to produce "hard11 and "soft" rays, and 
showed that the rays were not deviated in a strong magnetic field. He 
attempted to show interference phenomena but without result. Different 
attempts were made by Haga and Wind in 1902 and later attempts were made 
by Walter and Pohl, but the effects observed were small and not especially 
convincing. The quantum theory of radiation had succeeded in determining 
the order of magnitude of the wave length of X-rays, abou� 10-9 cm., while 
the atomic distances are of the order of 10-8 cm. This led Laue to be-
lieve that the orderly arranged space lattice of a crystal would give rise 
to interference phenomena with X-rays. Experiments in this line carried 
1) A. Rt. R. {Feb. 1899)_ (Archives of Rontgen Ray). 
out by Friedrich and Knipping2 proved the truth of Laue's concept ion. 
It also showed that X-rays and licht are identical in nature, the dif-
ference being in v12..ve length. Laue's idea gave e.. better ::1ethod for the 
study of X-rays and crystal struct ure. VI. H. a.nd w. L. Brar;g shov1ed that 
c'. natural surface, can under certain conditions reflect X-rays in part 
according to s&:me laws which obtain in ordinary optical reflection. The 
Bragg equation is deduced from a modified form of Laue's theory. Later, 
Siegha.hn has shovm the Bragg equation, A,= t_d. S41rf-9- is not valid 
in �e&sure�ents that require great precision. 
2) Annalen der Physik 
3 
LAUE Is THEORY 
Prof. M. Laue of Munich believed that X-rays were short rays of 
same nature as light rays with 1,vave lei:1gths of an atomic order of 
magnitude. He conceived the idea that the regular grouping of the 
atoms in a crystal should be capable of producing interference 
effects with the X-rays. In a crystal, like atoms form a space 
lattice independent of other atoms present. Since the atoms repeat 
themselves at definite intervals Laue held that they should be capable 
of acting as a three dimension diffraction grating for rays of suitably 
short wave lengths. Assume an elementary cube with the atoms arranged 
at the corners. The X-rays on passing through the cube influence the 
atoms enroute, and a secondary ray spreads from each atom as e. wave 
passes over it. Take axis of reference on sides of cube with a corner 
of the cube as origin at center of one of the atoms. Now if a beam 
enters the cube in the direction of the� axis, there will be some 
particular direction in which the waves from the various atoms shall 
direction OP. thenjC(c:(: -//,).. j {?).y5':: i;_)..; be in phase. Call this 
(3) t:f{l-r) :::-(). 1 where.!! is the distance between neighboring 
atoms (one side of the cube) A is the wave length of the X-rays > and 
h1, h2, h3 are integers representing the number of complete wave lengths 
that the waves, from corners of cube nearest O, are ahead of the �ave 
from 0. It is evident that there are a number of other points of maxi­
mum intensity situated like P with reference to the Z, axis. If a 
photographic plate is placed to receive the X-rays, there will appear 
a group of spots of four fold symmetry. Laue's theory was tested out 
by Friedrich and Knipping by arranging that a parallel beam of X-rays 
traversing a crystal should be received on a photographic plate, so that 
any directions showing interference maxima would be registered as spots. 
The results from the first trial verified.the theory. 
The X-rays emitted from the bulb were cut down by lead stops to a 
narrow beam which was directed on the crystal, The plate showed an in-
tense undeflected spot, other spots grouped around it in a SYY"dnetrical 
order. By changing the distance of the pl�te from the crystal, the spots 
moved in or out from the center. By rotating the crystal into a new 
position with respect to the primary bea'll, the pattern on the plate was 
affected. Since the direction cosinese(.,6J (have the relation o<:+ 15''­
+ 6�= / there is only one value which will satisfy the equations for 
each spot. It was found that certain spots associated with simple values 
of h1, hz and h3 were absent and Laue sought ta explain this by assuming 
that the primary beam was made up of a limited number of homogeneous 
constituents. Laue was able to account for all the spots in the photo-
graph by assuming the existence of five different wave lengths in the 
incident beam. The explanation was not entirely satisfactory. 
A zinc-blende crystal belongs to the cubic system and in this 
are three elementary forms of cubic symmetry, namely: 
(1) points at each cor ner of the elementary cube, 
(2) points at each corner and one at the center, and 
(3) points e.t the corners and at the centers of the faces. 
there 
Le.ue assumed zinc-blende to belong to the first system, but W, L. Bragg 
chose the third point of view. Making this assumption it is necessary 
to obtain corresponding condit�ons for the center-face atoms so that their 
wavelets shall be in phase with those from the corner atoms. The difference 
in phase betvrnen wavelets from a corner atom and mid-face atom must be 
a whole number of wave lengths to give maximum interference along the 
resultant. It follows the numbers must be both odd or even. This ex­
plains why all the spots were not shown on the plate. Bragg concluded 
that the X-rays utilised in this particular Laue pattern formed a con­
tinuous spectrum. 
--------- 0 -----------
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W. L. Bragg's TheorJ and Reflection of Orystalsl 
As before stated Bragg concluded thet an incident beam contained 
every possible wave length over a wide range and thus formed a continuous 
spectrum. Vlhen such a beam falls on a crystal , assuming that it strikes 
a system of parallel planes of atoms, a small a.mount of energy is re-
fleeted by each plane. A wave front is formed by wavelets sent out by 
the individual atoms in the plane. Let d equal the distance bet·ween 
successive planes and-& equal the glancing angle of the beam, the train 
of waves reflected from the different planes in the system will follO\'/ 
each other at intervals of 2. d � -9i If the wave length is such that 
this distance is equal to a whole number of wave lengths, the waves will 
be reinforced. We will get a maximum interference in that direction. 
Vlhen a beam contains all :possible wave lengths e. particular system of 
planes in the crystal will pick out certain wave lengths. Using all 
the various systems of planes in the c�J we may resolve a beam into 
its constitue�ts. By altering the angle of incidence different wave 
lengths may be selected to form interference me.xima. If only certain 
wave lengths were present in the beam then as the crystal is tilted 
S)Ots vrnuld appear and disappear on the photographic plate but such is 
not the case. The same spots may be traced continµously across the 
plate. Some spots quite dim when the crystal is in one position 'be-
comes more intense in another position because its new wave length now 
coincides with the maximum. 
At C. T. R. Wilson's suggestion Bragg was led to ascertain whether 
X-rays were regularly reflected from cleavage planes in crystals. A::tJ. 
1) Bragg - X-ray and Crystal Structure, Chapter 2. 
8 
experLient performed by using mica gave v-:;ry successful results. Only a 
few minutes exposure vlas necessary to give a visible impression on a. 
photographic plate. If a tr&in of X-rays of the same vmve lengths falls 
on the cr1;stal, reflection will only take place 
has certain values such as /1..:::::: 2. J. �-l:J; 
when the glancing angle 
; 2A=2.d�� 
,;1here d is the d-istance a;art of the planes. The reflection � gives 
the first order SJ?ectrum, �the second, 
isting between A and. d by employins the 
etc. With these relations ex-
cryste.l face the ':iave 
lensths of differgnt monochrom2.tic X-rays can be corrr;,0e.red. By using the 
s&rne wave length, the spacins d can be con;ared for diffsrent crystsls or 
c.iffersnt faces of the same crystal. With monochrome.tic rays it is at 
only 2. few special angles that reflection can be detected. With a mix-
ture of monochromatic and general raciation, if the strength of the 
refl ected beam is plotted against the glancing angle, there will be a 
smooth background of ,.,:hite rac.iation on which e.re su�er:::,osed ''pee.:-cs" 
corresponding to the !T1onochronatic s��1ectru.-n 11 lines11 • The position and 
form of the peaks depend on the matsrid of the anticathode of which 
they are characteriotic •. The reflection of the monochromatic vibration 
�ives more information about the cr1 stal structure thar.. the reflection 
of the nhite radic:.tion. Bragg and his son devised the X- ray spectro::.1derl 
in which the crystal is used &s e reflection grating. A Coolid::;e 2 tube 
of special form :is enclosed in a wooden box co:;.tec. 's!ith les..c.. The rays 
p:;..ss through two slits I one in the box, the dl,er nea.r the crystal which 
i::; mounted on a revolving table carrying an am. At the er,ci ::;f the ar:n 
is 1:;._ vernier working in conjunction with e. graduc:tsd circle. The reflected 
----------------------------------------·----------------------------------
1) Bragg - X-ray and Crystal Structure, Chapter 3. 
2) Phys. Rev. Dec. 1913 
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pencil passes into an ionization chamber which revolves about the same 
vertical axis as the crystal chamber. The chamber is filled with a gas 
which absorbs the X-rays strongly, and so yields a large ionization 
current. The ionization chamber is insulated and kept at a high 
potential. In studying crystal structure the essential thing is the 
angle of reflection and it is determined directly by the angular setting 
of the crystal table. The angular setting of the ionization table is of 
secondary importance. The crystal is assumed to be so small that portions 
of it concerned in the two reflections are essentially the same. \iVhen 
the spectrometer is used to study X-ray spectra the crystal is merely an 
essential portion of the spectrometer. The spacing of the reflecting 
plane should be of convenient magnitude and the reflection should be 
intense. 
--------- 0 ---------
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THE THEORY OF X-RAY SPECTRA 
One of the postulates of Bohr's theoryl is that when a change takes 
place in the electron system of an a tom, resulting in a change of energy 
from W1 to W2 the atom gives off a quantity of energy W1 - W2 as mono­
chromatic electromagnetic radiation of frequency V v1hich is determined by 
the equation U:.. W, � W,z.... There are two principal reasons given to 
show tha·t the changes which give rise to X-ray spectra take place in the 
inner region of the envelope of electrons. The first is that the X-ray 
spectrum is an atomic property which is quite independent of the chemical 
11 
nature of the element; the other is that the frequencies involved in X-ray 
spectra are very great in comparison to those of optical spectra, and 
are therefore associated with correspondingly large energy changes which 
involve electron orbits of high energy content. Since X-ray spectra 
differ very slightly in passing from one element to another through the 
whole atomic system, we may infer that the inner portions of the atoms 
are built up on very much the same plan. The regular increase of fre-
quencies with increasing nuclear charge is an evident consequence of the 
increase of the intensity of the electric field within the atom. The 
wide separation of the spectrum lines shov1s that there is a correspond-
ingly large energy difference between certain inner electron groups and 
those still nearer the nucleus. T'ne innermost group is called th; K group, 
the next the L group, etc. If an electron is missing in the K group and 
its place is filled by an electron from the L group, the energy change is 
known as af( raciation �nd ihe most probable transition corres�onds to 
the strongest line of the k series, theko<.. line. If the electron comes 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------� 
1) Data Relating to X-Ray Spectra - Wm. Duane. 
from the f'I/ group the result is the radiation of the kt9 line. The Y 
line is due to electrons falling from the fourth orbit and from all 
orbits outside it to the first. There are two methods of determin;ing 
the energy difference between the level of the normal state and the J<. 
level, One consists in determining the critical potential for the J.<. 
series, by .mich just enough energy is given to the impinging electron 
to e;u.lde lt, 017 collldinq Ullfh tfJ1 (Jlfom } fo ejec-r a.n eJec,fr1n 
from the K group. Th·e other method is based on the determination of the 
frequency.of the/( absorption discontinuity. 
It is rather difficult to determine the excitation voltages neces-
12 
sary to give the electrons these high velocities, and hence in only a 
few cases has the voltages been measured experimentally with the required 
degree of accuracy. The second method is easily carried out and the 
absorption spectra concerned have now been extensively investigated. 
A third method is provided by the phenomena of corpuscular secondary 
radiation and gives promise of being as accurate as other methods. 
--------- 0 ---------
SECONDARY X-RAYS 
Secondary X-rays mean any radiation of the X-ray type excited by 
the passage through matter of primary X-rays. 
(a) The scattering of such rays means the radiation emitted 
by the electrons in matter due to accelerations to which they are 
directly subjected by the primary rays. 
(b) Fluorescent radiation is radiation of the energy absorbed 
from the primary berun and stored temporarily in the kinetic and poten­
tial energies of the electrons. 
It is sometimes difficult to distinguish between these two types 
of' secondary radiation. Two methods of making this distinction have 
been employed. The first depends upon Stoke's law, according to which 
the wave-length of the fluorescent radiation should be greater than 
that of the primary which excites it.· The truly scattered raYs are of 
the same wave length as the primary rays. It is possible by a com­
parative study of the absorption of the primary and secondary rays to 
determine what part of secondary beam is identical in character with 
the primary beam. A more certain way is to compare the spectrum of 
the secondary with that of the primary X-rays. If the primary rays 
are homogeneous, and if the electrons traversed are at rest the 
scattered beam will be homogeneous and of the same wave length, whereas 
the fluorescent rays will differ in wave-length from the primary. 
----·---- 0 ---------
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THE SCATTERING OF X-RAYS 
1 .  B y  Electrons Acting �f f?oint Charges 
Every electron in matter travers ed by primary X-rays will be subj ect 
to accel erations and will th ere fore radie.te en argy . On th e  bas is of the 
assumptions : that ( 1 )  the classical ele ctrodynamics is applicab le ,  that 
(2) the forces of constraint on each ele ctron in matter are negligible, 
that ( 3) the electrons scatter independently of e�ch other and that {4) 
the siz e of  the el ectron is negl igibl e ,  J .  J .  Thomson show edl that the 
intensity of the X-rays scattered per unit volume of matter traversed 
by the X-rays , to a point at distance L and at an angle -e-v,ith the 
14 
primary beam, is }:::::::. /1/J =  J Nm e
+'( /  + Cd'S
a...
-6-) (1 ) where JV 
s 11 o = 
2 m 1 L1. c. 4 
-
is the number o f  negdive electrons in the atom , n. the number of atoms 
per unit volume ,  I
0 
is the int ensity of the scattered beam due to each 
,l ectron , I the intensity of the primar; bean:. e and m the charge and 
1ass , and c the velocity of l ight . Using moderately soft X-rays and 
,arbon for the radiating materid , Barkla and J.yers2 found that the 
fa.ct or 
a. 
J + ens ..e,. accounted se.tis faotorily for the relative intensity 
of the secondary ra:ys at an£les -t3- greater than 40° , and later Barkla 
showed that this formula express ed quantitatively the intensity of  the 
secondary rays at 90° from the lighter eleme nts if N is taken as about 
hal f the atomic weight . The assumptions employed by Thomson th ere fore 
seem to be j ustified� 
-------------------------------- .. --------------------------------- --------
1) J .  J .  Thomson , "Conduction of Electri city through Gases ,  2nd Ed. 
2) Phil . Mag. 21,  275 (1911 ) 
3) H .  H .  Compton ,  Phys . Review ,  18, 96 (1921) 
2 .  Scattering by Groups o f  Electrons . 
Using s o ft X-rays  and scattering material o f  higher atomic weight 
it was found that the rays scattered1 in the forward d irection are more 
intense than those  scattered back\'1ard . The exc es s  o f  the s cattering 
over the theoretical value increase s with the atoreic number o f  the 
scattering material and with the wave length of the X-rays employed .  
Thi s i s  clearly shown  by c e rtain experiments due to Barkla and Dunlop. 
The relative mas s  s catte ring by the different el ements should be pro ­
portional to the number  o f  electrons per  gram , that is , -:!/:£�, should 
15 
be  nearly unity . It appears :t'rom th ese  experiments that th is relation may 
be exact for suf fic iently short wave-lengths, but toes  not hold for the 
heavier elements �t moderate wave lengths . Any e f fect due to the forc e s  
o f  c onstraint on th e scatte ring electron s would b e  to modify the ampli-
tude o f  their motion , thus changing the intensity equally in all directions , 
and could not ac count for  asym.�etric al scattering in the forward and 
backward directions . If the siz e  o f  the electron were appreciable , the 
differenc e in phas e  o f  the rays scattered by its di fferent parts would 
result in a reduced instead o f  an inc reased intensity . Glocker and 
Ka.u:pp2 have rec ently cal culated the scattering o f  atoms c omposed o f  two 
o r  three  c oplane r rings o f  electrons revolving at different speeds . 
This c onfirms the c onclusion which had been reac hed by Compton ,  that the 
scattering by groups o f  ele ctrons in the atom depend s principally upon 
the distanc e o f  the electrons from th e c enter ,  and only slightly upon 
their  spatial d istribution . If  suf �iciently refined measurements of the 
scattering c an be made , it may be pos sible to distinguish between the 
spatial arrangements c onsidered in the diff erent formulae . Figures show 
--- ------------ ---------- ----------- --- ------ --------- --- ----------- - --- -
2 )  .A.nn. d . Phys. 64 ,  541 (1921) 
1 )  Phil . Mag . 2 1 ,  2 29 ( 1916 )  
that by taking into ac count the phase relations between ray s  f rom the 
various el ectrons in the atoms , a satis factory explanation may be given 
o f  the exc e s s  scattering o f  s o ft X-ray s by heavy atoms . 
3 ,  Scattering by Electrons  o f  Appreciable Dimensions 
Ishino has foundl that th e t otal s e condary gamma radiation averaged 
ove r different angles i s  l ess  than one fourth o f  the energy calculated 
by expression ( 1 )  for the scattered radiation . Bark la and White pointed 
out that similar reduc ed scattering occurs when hard X-rays  are us ed ,  
when they observed a - t otal absorption in paraf fin less  than the energy 
which should be l o st ac cordi11g to Thomson ' s  theory due to scattering 
alone .  These results are support ed and ext ended by H. H .  Compton ' s 
measurement s 2 of  the part o f  the s econdary radiation  which has the same 
wave l ength as the primary X-ray s .  On the view that these  rays only 
are truly scattered his data indicates that at small angle s  with the 
primar1J beam the scattering o f  hard X-ray s  by light el ement s i s  approx-
16 
imately that given by Thoms on ' s  exp ression(l ) .  At larger angle s  however 
the intensity of the scattered beam is d ecidedly l ess than the theore"&ical 
value ,  the differenc e inc reasing for short er wave l engths .  For hard 
gamma ray s  h e  find s  the rays at large angles l ess  than , 001 of  Thomson ' s  
theoretical value . It is obvious that if  the el ectron i s  c omparable in 
diameter with the wave l engths o f  the X-ray s ,  partial interf erenc.e will 
oc cur between the rays  scatte red from it s different part s ,  reducing the 
intensity of the scattered beam,  and that this interf erenc e will be  more 
nearly c omplete for rays scattered at the larger angles .  
- ---- - ----------- - --------------�--------�-------- ------ ------------------ -
1 )  Phil . Mag . 33 , 129 {1917 ) 
2 )  Phil . Mag . 41 , 749 ( 192 1 )  
17 
4 ,  Scattering by Small Crystals . 
Debye and Scherrer pointed out that in a random assemblage of crystals 
some will be so oriented as to  reflect X-rays from every plane v1hich can 
be drawn parallel to layers of  a toms in the crystal . Every possible 
layer of atoms gives rise to a reflected beam which may be recorded on 
a photogr�phic plat e .  Depye and Scherrer and especially Hull have made 
extensive applications of this method in determining the arrangement of 
the atoms in substances which canno t readily be obteined in the form of 
large crystals . For investigations of the arrangement of the atoms in 
crystals , in which the different angles � at which scattered rays appear 
are of first importance , the scattering of X-rays by powdered crystals 
has been studied only by the photographic method . 
W. H. Bragg has coated a flat plate with a layer of  the powdered 
crystals and has used this plate in place of the crystal of an X-ray 
spectrometer. When the two arms of the spectrometer are equal ,  X-rays 
are scattered into the sl it of the ionization chamber from all parts of 
the plate at approxima tely the angle "6r 1, Work with powdered crystals 
has an advantage over similar work on the reflection from large crystals 
in that the absorption coefficient involved is directly measureable . 
The particles are arranged at random so tha t their axes are oriented in 
all directions. The substance to be examined is irradiated by homo-
geneous X-rays of wave length A. . If a photographic plate is placed 
so as to intercept the reflected rays , all beams corresponding to any 
given face and order o f  reflection fall  on the plate at some position 
on a circle , with the point of incidence of the transmitted beam as a 
---------------------------------- ----------------�-------------- --------
1)  Braggs "X-rays and Crystal Structure , "  p. 26.  
c ent e r ,  and are rec ord ed as a halo surrounding th e c ent ral image .  
Friedrich published re sult s o f  experiments ir1 which he  had obtained 
di ffraction rings by pas sing a bea� o f  X-rays through a plat e of paraffin 
W'"'wC The signi ficanc e o f  t hi s  experiment was not ful ly realiz ed at the 
time . 
---- - - - - - 0 - - - ------
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SCATTERING BY LIQUID 
Substanc es to which it d o e s  not app ear possibl e  to attribute a 
e rystallive structure in the ordinary s ens e · appear t o  have the power o f  
giving ri se to  diffraction rings .  Debye '  s theo rJ predict s rings when a 
berun o f  X-re.ys traverses an irregular assemblage o f  atoms on account of  
the fact  that in each atom the distribution o f  th e  electrons  has a 
structure . Such phenomena can be obs erved when X-rays pass through 
isotropic liquid s like benzene .  Rings have been obtained with various 
other liquids ,  mereurJ ,  methyl iodide , etc . ,  and with some mixtures .  
Debiernel has explained the  result by assuming that di ffraction c enters 
either atoms or molecule s ,  exist in these l iquids, which though distri-
but ed at random , satisfy the condition that n eighboring c enters have  
always the  same distanc e between them , like the c enters o f  small sphere s 
in contact .  Considering two neighboring c enters in  a position with 
respect to the direction of the  incid ent beam ,  the interferenc e that 
takes  plac e will cause addition of  amplitudes . taking place in a direction 
19 
making an angle with the ray which ean ea.sily be ealculat ed . The mini­
mum value of the angle is given by 9.MC �::::: A;f&t' ) i\ being the 
wave-length of the radiation and a the fixed distanc e between the c enters . 
Kee som and d e  Smedt2 have studied interference figures presented by 
certain liquids and liquified gase s  and give  the following values' for .sh 
between diffracting molecules o f  substanc es . Oxygen , 4 . 0A.0 ; Argon , 4 . 0A0 ; 
Benzen e  6 . 0A0 ; Water 3 . 7 ; Ethyl �l eohol 4 . 9  A.O . 
- --------------------------------------------- -- ------ - --------�--------- -
1 )  
2)  
Comptus Rendus ,  1921 , P .  140 ( 1922 ) 
Ann. d e  la Soc .  Scient de Bruxelles 1922 n .  338 . 
,. 
THE ABSORPTION OF X-RAYS 
When a thin sheet of any subste.nce i s  placed in the path of a 
homogeneous beam of X-rays th e intensity o f  the beam is  diminished and 
the intensity of the radiation after penetrating to a d ep th ;\:'.. i s  
..]': �e;,tUKwhere I i s  the intensity at th e surface . ,  u i s  call ed the 
11absorptio n co efficient" and/'fr the mass  absorption co effi cient I 
the fraction of  a beam 1 cm. in cro ss s ection absorbed p er gram of  
substance traversed ; and� {(,the atomic absorption co efficient where 
�is the number of atoms per cm . i s  the fraction of such a b eam ab-
sorbed by each atom of the substance . The beam of X-rays must be 
narrow, and the opening into the ioni zation chamber small so that no 
appreciable amount of  seconda�/ rays will pass into the ioni zation 
chamber . If the arrangement is such that o nly an inappreciable 
fracti on o f  the scattered radiation  ent ers the measuring chamber 
the coefficient u is the sum of two di stinct coefficients and we have 
the equati� :::. 0-- + Y where O" measuresthe  scattering and i' measure s 
the actual absorption . 
There is · a rapid increase in  absorption with increas e of  wave 
l ength. There are , however ,  cert ain crit:ical regions in which there 
is a sudden decrease in absorption  for a sl ight increas e  in wave length . 
The wav e lengths at which these  sudd en changes t�ke place  are known as 
cri tics.1 abs o:r1Yt io1:1 71ave lengths . If the wave length o f  the radiation 
is shorter than the sh ortest of these critic al wave lengths , the com-
plete X-ray spectrum of  the absorbing el ement is  excited i:n� luding the 
ch�racteristic K-radiation . A s lightly longer wave will excite only 
the characteristic fluores cent radiatio� L ,  M ,  etc . but not that of 
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the K-type .  There are at lc�st three c ritical abso rption wave-lengths 
associated with the l seri e s ,  at each of  ·.vhich a s eparate porti on of  the 
emission spectrum of  the � seri es disappears . The critical abso rption 
wave-length as sociated with any X-ray spectral s e ri e s  i s  very slight ly 
sho rter than the sho rt est emission wav e  length o f  the s eries .  'J.'hi s 
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means t hat any el ement i s  especially t ransps..r(;nt to it s own characteri sti c 
radiation . 
- - - ------ 0 ---------
DEPENDENCE OF ABSORPTION ON CHEMICAL COMBINATION 
OF 'l'HE ELEMENT . 
It has rec ently been found. that the chemical combination o f  the 
atom influenc es X-ray spectra to  a eertain extent . B ergengren di s­
covered the first indicationso f  such an influenc e and f rom his  
limited inve stigation c oncluded that the basis of  this  d i f ference 
i s  in the allotropic eo difieation o f  the el ement . Lindh made the 
discovery· that the .X-ray absorption spectrum of an element o ften 
varie s  greatly es t o '  it s chemical state  in the c ompound investigated . 
Chlorin e ,  sulphur and phosphorus showed this peculiarity . In the study 
o f  absor-ption sp ectra in i:hs rsgion o f  long wave lengths we must con­
sider  that such spectra represent no purely atomic property but that 
they depend oh the form o:f  chemic al c ombination in which the el ement 
may happen to be . The absorption spectrum obtained for an el ement in 
a homogeneous c ompound shows , generally , in · ad.dition to the abso rption 
discontinuity c ertain· 'bright e r  and darker lines on the short wave 
le11gth s ide . In s ome cases  these  l ine s are more strongly d ev eloped 
than in others . Results  o f  Lindh ' s  measurements show on the who l e ,  
that the absorpti on spectra o f  all c ompounds ,  in which the valency o f  
chlo rine i s  the same , a.re identical . HCl is  apparently an exceptio:n , 
the absorption wave length being greater than for  other  monovs.l ent 
c ompounds .  Free chlorine o ccu�ies  an entirely s eparate po sition  with 
c onsiderably great er wave l ength o f  the absorption edge . Tetravalent 
and hex.avalent c ompounds o f  sulphur .were studied , o rganic as well as 
inorganic . The two allotropic modi fications showed no appreciable 
differenc e in their absorption spectra . ·  The sulphides  exhibit 
differences in the position of the principal absorption edge , which 
lie outsid e  the limits of error . In a long series of sulphate s  with 
various metal atoms no variation was found in the principal limit . 
Secondary limits were measured only for Li , Ma and K, but in the case 
o f_ these three there was a pronounced and rather regular increase of 
wave length of the secondary limit with the atomic number of the 
metallic atom . 
A comparison of averages for inorganic and organic compounds 
shows that in the latter the absorption edges for tetraval ent and 
hexavalent sulphur be about 6 X .  U. farther towards  greater wave 
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lengths . The most significant fact r evealed is that the absorption 
spectra of divalent sulphur are in general of the simple edge type , while 
in the tetravalent and hexavalant group distinct absorpt ion hues are 
found . While Lindh' s study of phosphorus clarified the work ·or 
Bergengren a more extensive study of the absorption spectra of this  
element has recently been carried out by P. Stelling . 
- - - - - - - - - 0 - - - - - - - --
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EMISSION SPECTRA 
Kaye has shown that the characteristic radiation is preserved 
when the el ement in question is made the anticathode in the X-ray 
tube . Since much greater intensity may be obtained in this way, the 
method is u s ed almost exclusively for the production o f  characteristic 
radiation . Barkla ' s method o f  s econdary radiation may be used in 
spectrographic work a s  demonstrated by DeBroglie. The characteristic 
radiations from Pt, Os, Ir, Pd and Rh were inve stigated by Bragg 
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and w ere f ound to be  s eparated into a number o f  sharp spectral lines . 
Mo seley investigated a ser.ies o f  succes sive elements in the periodic 
system employing the photographic method . The mo st important result 
o f  his investigation i s  the remarkable fad that the spectra shift 
uniformly acco rding to a simple law when we pas s from one el ement to 
the next in the peri odic system. Later Mo seley extended his earlier 
study o f  the K series to the L s eries and found that all the elements  
from Zr to Au  were subj ect to relation s  such as  he  had previously 
found fo r a portion o f  the K series. Barkla in 1916 . believed he had 
found evidence o f  a hard er series of  lines than the K s erie s . which he 
d enoted by J .  Siegbahn and others have been unable to find any trace 
o f  an emission spectrum in the wave length. region whe re ,  according to 
Barkla i the J radiation should be .  The X-ray spectra o f  the element s  
in the wave length region from about . l  A0to 13 A0 may be divided into 
four groups , the K, L ,  M ,  N s e rie s ;  each group being divided into a 
number o f  mo re o r  les s eh.:;.rp spe ctral line s .  Regions between these  
group s  s eem. to be devoid o f  lin e s .  Photographs  o f  the spectra o f  ad­
j acent elements show that each group retains its general appearance 
with only small changes from element t o  element . A line i s  me rely 
displaced tovre.rds short er wave lengths when we pass from a lighter 
to a heavi er element . Eve?'IJ substance emits independently a con-
tinoous radiati on whether H i s  excited to the emis sion of X-rays 
by cathode ray impacts , or whether it i s  caused to give o f f  its 
characteristic . radiation by exposure t o  primary X-ray s as in Barkla ' s  
method .  
·, 
.. "\'J 
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THE APPLICATION OF T'"rl.E QUANTUh{ THEORY TO X-RAYS 
The quantum theo ry was first applied to black body radiation .  It 
is assumed that all matter contains large numbers o f  vibrators which 
can emit ether waves o f  dif ferent frequencies , but only spasmodically 
and in such a way that the quantity o f  energy emitted is an exact 
multiple of  a. certain unit or quantum . The amount increases with 
increase in frequency of  vibration o r  € = 11 V where h is Planck ' s  
constant 1 and is equal t o  6. 5 10-27erg . sec .  The generation o f  
secondary corpuscular rars  and photoelectrons is due to a que,nturo. 
giving up some o r  all o f  its energy to an electron .  The maximum fre-
quency o f  the independent radiatio n generated in an X-ray bulb can be 
calculated from the eque.tion YB =h V where V is the voltage and e 
is the electronic charge. The quantum theory is inadequate when ap-
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plied to the scattering of radiation .  Consider the case where 1/) Vefa£, 
so that not mo re tha.".l one quantum o f  energy o f  this frequency can be 
radiated at the impact o f  each electron . The resulting X-ray when 
scattered by matter s hows the phenomenon o f  excess scattering . This 
can be acco unted for by the fact that the incident X-ray excites 
secondary radiation o f  the same frequency from several electrons in 
the same atom,  with the result that these radiations cooperate in the 
for•Nard direction and partially interfere with each other at larger 
angles with the incident beam. If it is assumed that aach electro n  
both absorbs and emits radiation in quanta, the primary ray can excite 
radiation from only one electron , and these interference ef fects become 
inexplicable. The several quanta might not all be radiated by electrons 
in the same atom and would not account for  the observed interference 
1 )  X-rays by Kaye ,  p .  268 
effec-t s .  In reflection of X-rays by c ri; stals in o rder to ac count for 
the appearanc e o f  the reflected beam as a sharp line it i s  nec es sary 
to suppose that a large number of electrons in the c ry stal emit 
radiation in their proper  phase s when excited by a single quantum of 
incident radiation . The interferenc e phenomena oc curring are incon-
sistent with the view that an electron always emits scatte red radiation 
in quanta. Exp eriments with th e Michelson interferometer lead s  to the 
conclusion that radiation may be absorbed in amounts less than a quantum. 
One might conclude from this  that radiation occurs in waves  spreading 
2'1 
throughout spac e  in ac c o rd with the usual electrical theor<J ,  Experiments , 
however,  show that the wave  length of the scatte red X-ray :is greater 
than that of the incident ray� Thi s  was explained on the ground that 
the radiation was rec eived and emitted by each  s cattering electron in 
disc rete quanta . DeBroghe ' s  and Ellis •  experiments2 show that each 
photoelectron leaves  its normal po sition in the atom with a kinetic 
energy hv . Duane and Hunt ' s exp eriments indicate that i f  the whole 
kinetic ene rgy of a cathode  ray is  trans formed to radiation at a s ingle 
impact, then E s hv . A s indlar relation expresses  quantitatively the 
frequency o f  the rays emitted as an electron falls from one energy level 
to another within the atom. It appears then that the quantum law may 
desc ribe a reversible mechanism whe reby energy may be interchang�d be-
tween radiation and the kinetic energy of an electron . In the fluoresc ent 
absorption o f  X-rays, the energy absorbed appears again  as the kinetic 
energy of the photoelectrons ,  The energy dissipated in scattering 
i s  not transformed in this  manner and has no nec es sary d ependenc e upon 
the quantum me chani sm.  
-- ----------�-------�------ ------------ -----------------�-�---------------
1) Bragg X-rays and Crystal Structure, p .  297 . 
2 )  Proc. Roy . Soc . ,  1921, 29 p .  261 
INDEX OF REFRACTION 
oarr.inl predicted that an X-ray beam would travel with a velocity 
slightly different from that in a vacuum and estimated the refractive 
index to differ from unity by one part in a million . The existence of 
the refractive index has been demonstrated by Compton . A very fine 
beam of X-rays is allowed to fall at a small glancing angle on a glass 
" 
plate . The rays coming fro1:1 the glass plate pass through a fine slit 
to a� ioni zation chamber. The slit could be ad justed so as to admit 
rays making any given angle with the prhnary beam . By setting the slit 
for a given angle and turning the glass plate , he was able to show that 
a sharply defined maximum in the effect existed when the glass plate 
was set as to give specular reflection of the befu� of X-rays, and that 
the reflection for small angles was almost total . On analy zing the 
reflected radiation by an X-ray spectrometer , he was able to measure 
the critical angle for definite wave lengtha 
A test of the refraction of homogeneous X-rays has been made by 
Webster and Clark? They found that the refractive index for the 
different K lines of rhodium , transmitted by a rhodium prism, differed 
from unity by less than about 3 X lo-4 . 
According to Lorenz3 , if the frequency if of the radiation trans-
mitted by a substance is high compared with t he natural frequency of 
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the electrons in the substance , its index of refracti�,t,U = / - �1!''111. lf-v 
where ft.is the number of electrons per unit volume , and e and m represent 
the charge and mass respectively . If the number o f  effective electrons 
- - --- -- · ---·---- ----------- ----- ------ ----------- ----- --------- -- ---- -----
1 )  Phil . Mag . ,  27 , p. 320,  1914 . 
2 )  Phys . Rev . 8, 528 {19 16) 
3 ) The Theory of Electrons , 2nd Ed. , p .  149 . 
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per atom i s  a s sumed equal to  the  atomic number; the above �uation gives 
a moderately accurate means o f  measuring the wave length , which i s  
independent o f  cry stalline grating spac e and o f  the quantum hypothesis . , 
Since the refractive index depend s only upon the number o f  electrons 
per unit volume , X-ray refraction measurement s afford a valuable c on- , 
firmation of  the  estimates  of  the wave length of  X�ray � � �N � r  the uumbei 
of el ectrons in the atoms . 
- - - - - � - - - 0 -- - - - -- - -
I!i.'VALIDITY OF BRAGG' S EQUATION 
Stenstrom has o bserved that !or wave-lengths greater than about 3 Aq U. 
reflected from crystals of sugar and gypsum n A== 2.J s.tm-S- does not give 
accurately the angles of reflection . The fact that the law is  not 
strictly true seem s to have been pointed out first by Darwin. Knowing 
the index of refraction  of the crystal , the true wave length can be 
calculated from the formula .A =  .2.. c/ �-& �- �, Duane and 
Patterson and Siegbahn have noticed that even with ordinary X-rays the 
wave lengths observed i n  different orders do not agree . Bragg ' s law, 
n A ::!::: 2..d un., -e,.. will hold exactly fo :r the glancing angle ,f)-1 
of the rays inside a crystal , but not for the angle -0- which the 
same rays make before incidence and on imergenee .  
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USE OF X-RAYS IN DISCOVERY OF NEW ELE1'!ENTS 
It has been found that X-ray line spectra provide a method 
for analy si s  o f  the e l ement s .  The X-ny sp ectra are simple in 
comparison with optical spectra and are not influenc ed to any extent 
by the chemical stat e o f  the  atom emitting them. Nonnack and Tacke 
announced the di sc overy , 192 5 , o f  two new e lement s  with atomic 
numbers 42 and 75 which t hey called Masurium and Rhenium re spectively . 
Mo seley e stablished the rele,tionship between the X-ray spectrum and 
the order  of an el ement in the perio dic  table . The method u sed was 
to plot the atomic number a gainst the square root o f  the frequ ency 
of the X-ray .  The points for the different element s were found to 
li e on a straight lin e .  From thi s  it  was concluded that the wa,re 
length of  the X-ray i s  inversely proportional t o  (N-a2 ) where N is 
the atomic number and a is a c onstant . There are still some gaps 
left in the peri odic table t o  b e  fil l ed in but the relationship of 
the el ements to each other leads  one t o  be assured that el ement s for 
the gap s ,  exi st and will  in time be discovered . The atomic number is  
seen to  agree c lo s ely with the number o f  po sitiv e  charges  c arried by 
tpe nucleus o f  the atom . It i s  al so stated that the wave-length of  
a charact eristic radiation  d ep end s directly on  the magnitude o f  the 
nuclear charge . 
Bohr has d evelop ed Rutherfo rd ' s  theory o f  the c onstitution of the 
atom and linked it  up  quantitatively v.rith the with the quantum theory 
and Moseley ' s experimental resuli:. s .  Mo seley ' s  worK has been carried 
fui->ther by Sieghualm in extending the K series  down to Nq, and th e L 
seri el:l d uwn to 277 and up to U, For the i.ong wave .Lengi:.hs o f  X-1·ays 
11iie vacuum spectro.me �i:::r was u s ea . Sieguanu po.Lnts out tnai; a var1at:1on 
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in poi;e1:
1c;ial , o f  slight extent , produces a di f ferential action and 
strongly af fects the  relative intensities of  the spectral l ines 
emitted from the di fferent elements on  the anticathode . Only when 
the el ements have about the same atomic number in the periodic table , 
and the potential is considerably higher than th e  minimum potential 
necessary to excite the characteri stic rays o f  the el ements , is 
quantitative estimation possibl e by comparison o f  the intensi ti es of 
the spectral l in e s .  
X-ray spectra hav e  s ettled the order of  the rare earths by 
clearly demonstrating which substances are e l ements , by con fi rming 
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the separation by Urbain o f  the o ld  ytterbitm1 into neoytterbium and 
lutecium and by verifying the el ementary nature of thulium. C o ster 
and von Heve sy have be en able to show that the minerals containing 
zirconium also contain a very appreciable proportion o f  a new e l ement .  
Th e  new e lement i s  identi cal with the celtiu.m o f  Urbain and Danvillier. 
Illinium ,  a new e l ement , has been discovered by Hopkins. There are 
yet two el ements to discover .  Success must b e  obtained soon, since 
the chemical group to vmich the unknovm elements belong and the region 
of the spectrum in  which their lin es must be sought are known by means 
of  the . pe:ri>dic table and Moseley ' s  law respectively . 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS OF X-RAYS 
On ac count o f  the large effects  produc ed by relatively small 
amounts o f  energ7 ,  X-ray s may acquire great importanc e in produc tion 
of  organic c ompounds by it s trigger action in causing a chemical 
change to  take plac e .  
An ac count is  givenl where a bras s c el l cont aining cyo lo 
hexanol was subj ected to X-rays  and afterv1ard s opened .  The  co lorles s  
liquid had turned to greeni sh-blue .  An analy sis  showed that . 1  gram 
of  cu had gone int o so lution , the amount of ene rgy invo lved being 
ve r'J small • 
X-rays are us ed to d et ect flaws , blow-holes , or bad weld s in 
metal s where there is  no adequate mechanical t e st available .  Uneven 
distribution o f  metal s  in al loys2 shows a streaky o r  pa·t;chy radi o graph , 
al s o  po or  union between rubber and fabric in tire manufacture i s  shown 
by X-rays .  
The mak ers  o f  e lectrical insul ato rs find X-rays invaluabl e for 
detecting the pre senc e of f oreign bo dies and in the manufacture o f  
optical gl ass , the fire c lay pot s were t est ed by X-rays' f o r  d etecting 
iror1 and other impuriti e s  in the clay .  
Kaye shows how mod ern paintings may be d et ected f rom the old .  
In a modern picture the sizing i s  very com only mo re opaque thc.n the 
pigments but in the pictures o f  the o ld masters the reverse condition 
is  true . With a l ittle exp e ri ence  the X-rays can b e  suc c e s s ful ly u sed 
as a means o f  i dentifying a mod er-n. fak e o r  det ecting al terations t o  an 
-- -- --- ---- ------- ---------- --- -------------------- ------------- - -------
1 )  Sc . Am. Sept . 1923 . 
2 ) Bragg--X-rays and Crystal Structure p .  295 . 
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old picture . Dr. 
Heilbron · of .Amsterdam and Dr . Cheron of Pari s have 
done a lot of work along this line.  A. Flemish panel attributed to van 
Ostade ,  und showing a part of count!"/ do.nears was X-ray ed .  The :raclio­
graph revealed a farm yard scene . The panel was found to be modern 
since practically all its colors are transparent to the rays. The 
present limitations of industrial radiography are largely thoce  pre­
scribed by equipment and t echnique .  The work of Bragg has given in­
formation concerning the �rrangement of individual atoms in crystal s .  
The study has throw-n new light on the nature of cohesion , chemical 
val ence, etc . The study of the int ensity of X-ray spectra can furnish 
information concerning the arra.�gement o f  the electrons in 
Compton has shown that a change of wave length occurs 
X-rey s are scattered , which is  all right according to the quEJ,ntum 
theory but doe s  not satisfy the wave theory . Kaye points out that 
evidenc e  indicate s  that both theories are true simultaneously 1 and that 
this i s  the riddle of modern physics . 
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